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Abstract: The increasing development of the smart grid demands reliable monitoring of the power
quality at different levels, introducing more and more measurement points. In this framework,
the advanced metering infrastructure must deal with this large amount of data, storage capabilities,
improving visualization, and introducing customer-oriented interfaces. This work proposes a method
that optimizes the smart grid data, monitoring the real voltage supplied based on higher order
statistics. The method proposes monitoring the network from a scalable point of view and offers
a two-fold perspective based on the duality utility-prosumer as a function of the measurement
time. A global PQ index and 2D graphs are introduced in order to compress the time domain
information and quantify the deviations of the waveform shape by means of three parameters.
Time-scalability allows two extra features: long-term supply reliability and power quality in the
short term. As a case study, the work illustrates a real-life monitoring in a building connection point,
offering 2D diagrams, which show time and space compression capabilities, as well.
Keywords: signal waveform compression; higher-order statistics (HOS); power quality (PQ);
computational solutions for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI); smart grid (SG) applications
1. Introduction
Power quality monitoring (PQM) has become a major concern in recent years due to the increasing
complexity of modern power systems within the integration of distributed energy resources in the
electrical network [1]. The latest advances related to communication technologies, monitoring devices,
and multiple data processing algorithms constitute significant changes that make it possible to introduce
more monitoring points as part of the advanced metering infrastructure [2] at all voltage levels [3,4].
Consequently, the number of fixed PQ analyzers has increased, and the large amount of data is managed
according to different measurement strategies, depending on the European country [5].
In this scenario, the methods to inform about the reliability of the system need to be updated
and adapted to monitor both the reliability and the quality of the power supply in a large-scale
context [6]. Nevertheless, the analysis is not easy if data lack organization and the appropriate format
to be processed and the rules to be turned into knowledge [7]. Flexible and optimal representation
is demanded in order to introduce methods at different scales such as the monitored area, site,
the connection point under test, and the duration of the monitoring period in time (long and
short term) [8]. The power quality triangle represents a unified result that outlines the different
layers involved in different measurement campaigns [7] in order to extract conclusions within data
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information and make the correct decisions as a result of monitoring. As a consequence, companies
could manage their assets more effectively by combining enterprise application integration (EAI) and
PQ data [8,9].
In addition, the smart grid (SG) demands the empowerment of individual customers and
prosumers taking part in the decisions in a new market model [10], where new energy profiles
are appearing [11] and learning-based systems help empower customers to select companies according
to the price and electricity fulfillment [12]. In this sense, it is crucial to fill in the gap between the energy
delivered by utilities and how end users assess the quality of the energy. Indeed, the strategies to inform
customers about reliability and PQ are crucial and therefore need to be considered by companies,
even more when actual standards include contractual features related to power quality [2,13].
Regarding the time scale that best fits the requirements, the majority of the measurement systems
cannot cope with all time intervals. Furthermore, not all instruments are suitable for all measurement
location sites. For this reason, a variety of site and disturbance indices has been developed according
to different thresholds. However, there is a lack of indices that account for waveform information,
voltage, and current. Each index has a different purpose, which ranges from location to event type;
consequently, it is difficult to established an objective comparison among all the indices.
Not very many tools enable navigation between reliability and power quality with relative
ease. For this reason, scalable methods are breaking through in this new scenario; scalability allows
representing different operating conditions ranging from short time to long time windows, providing
a more comprehensive representation of the network status.
All in all, the present paper proposes a method to monitor the supplied voltage waveform
(sinusoidal, periodic, and stationary) based on time-compression using higher-order statistics (HOS).
The method translates the time domain information to the statistical plane, therefore proposing a
new way to represent data in advanced metering infrastructure. HOS was previously used in power
quality studies characterizing the waveform shape according to the deviations that arise from the
non-stationary nature of data. Most of the literature shows that HOS has been applied efficiently to
event detection [14,15]. Nevertheless, the aim of the present contribution is to explore the analytical
capabilities of HOS in order to characterize the normal operating conditions of the network within
a minimum period of a week. In this sense, the present work proposes three individual statistics
(variance, skewness, and kurtosis) and a global PQ index to be combined so as to improve power quality
assessment and graphical representation. The subsequent idea is to monitor the waveform shape by
means of bi-dimensional scalable graphs, which, depending on the time interval, provide different
insights into the point under test and the deviations with respect to the ideal supply. Additionally,
the information characterizes reliability in the dual perspective of the utility-consumer. The proposed
methodology has been applied in a monitoring campaign developed during a week and considering a
single building connection point.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the trends in reliability and PQ monitoring,
covering the challenges in future distribution networks. Section 3 describes the measurement method
based on an example that illustrates the behavior of the voltage dynamics in the graphs, each of which
are associated with the PQ index. The method is exposed in Section 3 through a real-life case-study,
which performs a complete analysis of PQ during the whole week. Finally, conclusions and future
work are drawn in Section 5.
2. Reliability and PQ Monitoring in Industry Practice
Technological advances both in architecture and communications in the SG, the EAI frame, and the
regulatory aspects that trigger the requirements and recommendations regarding PQ monitoring are
changing the methods and measurement equipment in the industry practice. This section summarizes
the issues for PQ monitoring, including recommendations on how big data should be managed
and organized.
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2.1. Instruments and Communication
During the last three decades, instruments have incorporated new functionalities in order to
perform advanced PQ measurements. The most relevant aspects associated with the instrumentation
for reliability and PQ are summarized below.
Fixed instruments have been spread throughout the entire network thanks to the full- reliable
last mile communication systems. In addition, the introduction of robust wireless communication
protocols has led to the development of feasible AMR (automated meter readers) and DMS (demand
side management). Current instruments incorporate communication interfaces, intelligent algorithms
to process data, and storage capabilities.
Considering reliability, instruments measure system availability, outage frequency, and time
responses under weather phenomena, overloading, wildlife effects, and other features. In addition, PQ
measurements are being introduced in smart meters. Within this context, it has been reported in [16]
that utilities and TSOs (transmission system operators) mainly use fixed PQ monitors, while DSOs
(distributed system operators) handle portable analyzers. However, from the customer’s point of view,
the instrument should be more flexible, as the branch of customers’ needs is wide. In this sense, it is
expected that PQ functionalities can help the customer monitor power supply more dynamically [17].
Nevertheless, the flexible capabilities are a choice, without considering the customer requirements,
and not a requirementwhen a measurement campaign is deployed [5].
Therefore, the criteria to select the instruments are based on the performance regarding the specific
standards more than any other issues such as the support after purchase [16] and the customers’
objectives. Indeed, new types of customers (prosumers) are appearing that require the introduction
of friendly interfaces and practical representations of the network status that enable making prompt
decisions and demands for supply breaches.
2.2. PQ Data Organization Tendencies: The Need for Compression
As a consequence of the increase in the number of measurement locations and the introduction
of communication technologies in the SG, data management is a relevant issue in order to improve
EAI [8,18].
The time-intensive activities of handling big data require more specific analysis techniques
based on the introduction of automatic procedures capable of representing data in a compact way.
Current instruments cannot provide the final user with this flexibility due to the lack of compression
functionalities. In this sense, a mix of research goals between electrical power systems and signal
processing methods that optimize electrical signal waveform compression is needed. Numerous efforts
have been made during the last decade to shorten long time-series into a unique number as a result
of post-processing and information sharing [19,20]. Extracting some relevant features capable of
describing amplitude, frequency, and phase changes facilitates data storage and monitoring in the SG.
The main compression techniques used in electric signals have been accurately described
in [20] and are divided into lossless and lossy techniques. The former includes image compression
techniques, and the latter gathers discrete transformations and parametric coding and mixed solutions.
Lossless compression algorithms (LCA) of archives in the smart grid and PQ data series are focused on
solving the aggregation resulting from a continuous monitoring [21]. Among some works, we remark
about the use of 2D representations for compact energy coefficients and avoiding data redundancy in
the work [22]. Furthermore, based on wavelets, the work in [19,20] is remarkable, where an adaptive
approach estimates the fundamental sinusoidal component and separates it from the transients.
In these works, the limitations are based on the computational burden and the noise effects. These
limitations can be solved using HOS [14].
Utilities can introduce this flexibility and navigate within the former reporting levels, which
enables analyzing PQ data at the site level, adopting mitigation measures from the network perspective,
or reporting PQ compliance if the focus is on the utility performance [8,16]. In this scenario, it has been
claimed that both time and space compression are key aspects for all PQ reporting levels based on
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the PQ triangle [8]. Three types of PQ reports have been distinguished, namely, site, network, and
utility, which involve time and space compression concepts. As will be seen hereinafter, compression
is a concept to bear in mind in the goal of designing a PQ index.
2.3. PQ Global Indices
Dealing with global indices implies a series of issues to be borne in mind. First is scalability.
Scalable indicators must deal with the time domain duality reliability and power quality assessments.
Also important are the existing strategies to present monitoring results related to the network state
in the normal condition and under the influence of electrical perturbations [2]. The main difference
between these approaches is within the measurement interval: reliability deals with interruptions of
more than five minutes, while PQ events concern short events of less than three minutes.
Secondly, global PQ indices were initially conceived to meet utilities needs (AMR, data processing,
and monitoring) and were not customer oriented [23]. Thus, these concepts need to be reformulated,
as the customer is acquiring an important role in power quality assessment within the framework
of the SG. In this sense, researchers have proposed customer dissatisfaction indices (CDI), which are
usually conceived of for network planning and defined as the probability of not having fulfilled the
contractual conditions regarding the power supply, when a level of security is overcome [16,24,25].
A recent example of the customer-based reliability approach consists of a solution proposed for Finish
distribution companies [26]. However, the perspective settling on PQ is lost within this conception,
as the time instances are not really monitored, as a consequence of not having taken into account the
time scalability concept and the compression strategies. This is the idea in the work [7], which separates
disturbance indices used in standards, combining them in order to provide a unified PQ insight.
However, the customer approach is not considered in monitoring issues.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning a tendency to propose more intuitive indicators. The deviation
index based on principal curves proposed in [27] is a generic index that can be used for any type of
disturbance; it quantifies the deviation from the contractual conditions by making use of two time
scales (reliability and power quality lengths) and new diagrams that avoid the time variable. However,
this index has been tested only under the influence of short PQ events, and no disquisitions have been
made regarding reliability.
Previous authors’ contributions propose time-compression of the sinusoidal waveform of
50 Hz [14], in which the potential of HOS was shown. HOS are capable of mapping a stable triplet of
values associated with each electrical disturbance type.
More work involving the trajectories of real HOS estimators and their deviations from the ideal
50-Hz sinusoidal waveform has been developed in [28], which proposes a method that computes
deviations of the supplied energy in more intuitive graphs. That contribution was focused on specific
PQ event detection such as sags and swells in short monitoring periods. Once again this is evidence of
the fact that current systems neither include the possibility of navigation between different time scales,
nor have they been tested in sessions where power quality and reliability are involved, i.e., it would be
desirable to have an instrument capable of storing (compressed) data that will enable browsing from
short to long time-scales.
In order to achieve the condition to provide a global index, the authors consider that it must enable
navigation between different monitoring time-series, proving to be applicable to both long-term and
short-term monitoring sessions, and this must lead to reliability and disturbance detection monitoring.
All in all, the PQ analysis tools lack temporal scalability, and there is no agreement regarding
data processing and the whole measurement procedure. Consequently, there is a premier need
for developing flexible methods to be deployed in instruments capable of adapting not only to the
measurement points, but also presenting data using new concepts that are more understandable and
valid through the entire chain of the electrical network and enhancing the EAI for the utility. In this
sense, the proposed method is a time compression method conceived of to provide flexibility to the
instruments that introduce PQ functionalities. Their main difference related to previous works [14,28]
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resides in the possibility to inform about the normal operating conditions by measuring the voltage
waveform both in the long term and short term. A scalable and global PQ index is introduced and
related to the bi-dimensional graphs that store the voltage information of the network status.
3. The Scalable Method Using HOS
The method based on HOS uses a global indicator of the quality of the waveform shape in
the time domain. Based on a set of three 2D-HOS diagrams, which compare pairs of statistics
(the measurands), it quantifies the non-ideal waveform characteristics (features) for a given time
analysis window (measurement time), i.e., variance vs. skewness, variance vs. kurtosis, and skewness
vs. kurtosis. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the 2D-HOS traces provide complementary
information that goes beyond the mere second-order values, like the RMS (root-mean square).
The main difference with respect to the existing indicators is that it gathers information related to
the waveform shape, which has not been computed yet in former works. Indeed, while the current
indices provide information regarding specific disturbances, this global index characterizes amplitude,
frequency, and phase changes. The PQ index provides an average measurement of the voltage quality
in the point under test, for a given time interval. Thus, for a given time frame, graphs complement the
numerical information provided by the index, making it easy to relate the index value to the waveform
shape. Furthermore, the scalability of the method can measure the voltage waveform ranging from
0.02 s (a cycle) to a week-long temporalwindow.
The current procedure of analysis is described as follows. As the time analyzing window sweeps
the signal under test, the 2D diagrams are generated, and the following points are considered. Each
point in a 2D-HOS diagram (a pair or coordinates) corresponds to one cycle in the time-domain; this is
precisely the temporal resolution of the measurement method and the N:1 time compression.
The stable ideal (steady state) triplet is given by: variance = 0.5; skewness = 0.0; kurtosis = 1.5;
and it describes the non-disturbed ideal sine wave of the power supply. These ideal values are located
in the origin of each coordinate in the three 2D-HOS diagrams.
In order to describe the PQ index, the following magnitudes have to be previously defined:
∆t: measurement interval.
sij: jth statistic associated with the ith period.
sˆj: nominal jth statistic.
M: number of periods contained in ∆t.
N: number of statistics for characterization.
Given a measurement points in the SG, the realization of the unified PQ index is initially conceived
as a function of the specific deviations of each individual statistic with respect to its nominal value and
is given by the generic expression in Equation (1):
PQ∆t = f
(|s11 − sˆ1|, . . . , |sij − sˆj|, . . . , |sMN − sˆN |) . (1)
In this paper, a version based on the sum of the deviations has been implemented; it is given by
Equation (2):
PQ∆t =
∑Mi=1 ∑
N
j=1 |sij − sˆj|
M
. (2)
Certainly, the deviations of each statistic from its ideal values assess and quantify the waveform
shape. The present research uses three deviation terms in Equation (2). Variance deviations are related
to the amplitude; symmetry is associated with the skewness; and the kurtosis assesses the sinusoid
aspect. Thus, more than paying attention to a certain type of electrical disturbance, or their trajectory
in time, the method proposes an examination of the contractual waveform and lays down a monitoring
procedure of the deviations from the ideal value and the measured statistic. The final expression for
the index is described in Equation (3):
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PQ∆t =
∑Mi=1 |vari − ˆvar|+ |ski − sˆk|+ |kuri − ˆkur|
M
. (3)
Figure 1 illustrates the measurement procedure. The acquired signal, u(t), is normalized to the
maximum amplitude, providing ue(t), then the statistics are computed and located in the 2D trace.
The 2D graph in Figure 1 shows how the diagram is traced as the time analysis window sweeps the
whole time-domain register. In the end, N points are depicted (N signal periods), associated with the
statistics pairs (sj, s− h) with j and h ∈ [1, ..., M].                                                                                              !"#$ % & & '()*+(,*'-*./0)./ 1   !"#" "$%&'('#')* "*+ ,-.,-)$.(('*/ 0#"#'(#'$( $)1,&#"#')* !"#" (#)-"/.2 +'33.-.*#'"#')* 4-",5'$"6 -.,-.(.*#"#')*7 89:# '*+.; $"6$&6"#')*  !"#$%&"% '!"#$%($%)*+&"$%,-%"./0'1%123$%%%%%%%2456$(7$%3456$)781239138%< 1631,31:31)3=  !  "#(#"#'(#'$ 13 >(7 (#"#'(#'$ 1; 16;%1,; 1:;% 1);%= 
Figure 1. Measurement procedure along with the outputs: PQ index and 2D traces.
Hereinafter, the former concepts, associated with the method, are explained through Figure 2
with the aid of a real-life voltage-supply waveform (50 Hz, 230 Vrms) supposed to fulfill the compliance
requirements, which was surveyed during one week (as part of a monitoring campaign) in the
Polytechnic School of Algeciras (Spain). The temporal analysis has been segmented into six main
intervals or observation periods (from left to right), each of which includes the previous one
(overlapped) Figure 2. In the very first period of the series, it can be appreciated that the sinusoid
waveform is not ideal at all. In the following ten cycles, the defects begin to be hidden, then it is
followed by the sequences: 20-s, 1-h, 1-day, and 1-week segments. The complete one-week record is
located at the top of Figure 2; just below the variance, the skewness and the kurtosis evolution during
the surveyed week are depicted. The bottom three rows (fourth, fifth, and sixth) contain the variance
versus skewness, variance versus kurtosis, and skewness versus kurtosis traces for each or the former
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time windows and aligned in these intervals. The ith-cycle is processed and generates a triplet (vari,
skwi, kuri); a pair of values corresponds to a point for each 2D graph; the origin of the coordinates
represents the ideal situation; e.g., in the variance vs. skewness, the center is located in the coordinates
(0.500, 0.000).
The span of the measurement is set to 0.07, according to the interval 0.45–0.52, inside which the
variance fluctuations are well observed, so as to delve into the 2D graphs in Figure 2. The number of
precision digits in the PQ has been set empirically to four, as it was observed that the fifth digit did not
exhibit significant changes.Version December 14, 2018 submitted to MDPI 8 of 14
Figure 2. Monitoring of one-week using the method based on HOS with a minimum resolution of
one cycle. From top to bottom: complete power supply time-series; variance evolution, skewness
evolution; kurtosis evolution; variance-to-skewness graph family; variance-vs.-kurtosis 2D graphs;
skewness-vs-kurtosis set of graphs. Each time-interval is characterized by its associated PQ index.
fromwhich two relevant days, the best and the worst, have been selected so that to compare the trace285
evolution from one day frame to the 0.02-second frame (equivalent to ten cycles). The first column286
corresponds to the one-week results; then the trace evolution from one day to 0.2 s is shown.287
Indeed, this Fig. 3 shows a detail of the PQ temporal organization. This tree structure can288
be easily followed from left to right as the temporal width decreases, from reliability (one-week289
surveyed) to PQ indications (0.2-second monitored). Thus, it can be said that reliability patterns290
(long width time windows) can be conformed as the aggregation of different PQ states (shorter291
windows). So, as the monitoring scale decreases the focus goes from the concept of reliability to292
Figure 2. Monitoring of one week using the method based on HOS with a minimum resolution of one
cycle. From top to bottom: complete power supply time-series; variance evolution, skewness evolution;
kurtosis l ti ; variance-t -skewness graph family; variance vs. kurtosis 2D graphs; skewness vs. kurtosis
set of graphs. Each time interval is characterized by i s associated PQ in ex.
The first period shows that the shape is not sinusoidal at all (Figure 2). In fact, the normalized
power supply signal does not reach the top normalized values (flat-top) (±1); a fact that is reflected in
the varianc , which keeps under the ideal refer nce of 0.500. The skewness is almost zero as the signal
is equilibrated, and the kurto is is slightly ver 1.500, sh wing gain a loss in the sinusoid l shape.
The coordinates (x,y) of each pair of values quantify each of the PQ index terms.
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During the next nine periods, the situation is very similar, with the exception of little variance
and few kurtosis fluctuations, which show a dispersion in the probability 2D graphs. The next 20 s
and the successive measurements are scattered round the first-cycle triplet values. In the next hour,
the differences in variance are much more noticeable, the probability cloud being displaced towards
the ideal values. A zone of this probability cloud corresponds to the 20 s analyzed in the previous
graphs, since they are included in the represented hour. This fact can be observed in the probability
cloud (cluster), which has moved to the right in the var. vs. kur. plane. This displacement is general
for the rest of the elapsed time intervals.
During the following day, two different, and clearly marked, nuclei were observed, eliciting
different behaviors Figure 2. The first one was characterized by a low variance, and its associated
kurtosis was located above the ideal value, which is indicative of a shape degradation. The lower
cloud centroid was nearer the ideal voltage supply state; the previously-analyzed hour was included
in the first nucleus.
Looking at the time-series for the variance and the kurtosis, it can be seen that when the variance
was above its ideal value, the same happened to kurtosis in general (Figure 2). During the last stretches
of the day, the power supply voltage was recovered, a fact which is reflected in the second cluster
of measurements. This part is associated with the night period, when the building is closed and the
energy demand is minimum. It can be said that during the last intervals in this day, some measurement
cycles would have reached the ideal values of variance and kurtosis (0.5; 1.5).
Finally, and concerning the whole analysis of the week, again, the profile of the behavior is
confirmed; making it clear that the analyzed segments usually were much worse than the general
behavior in the week. In summary, the proposed tool was able to provide characterizations of the
waveform state in a similar framework, independently of the time interval.
A PQ index was defined on this basis, which gathered the deviations observed in these graphs,
so that information could be compressed into a single value. However, some interesting remarks
are inferred from the study of the time intervals. As the time interval length increased, the PQ
value decreased. This was due to the averaging effect and the selection of a low quality starting
point for explanation purposes; e.g., PQweek = 0.0116 was much better than PQ0.02s = 0.0216 and
PQ0.2s = 0.0223. The introduction of the advanced index in PQ analyzers should consider the time
evolution line in order to compare current measurements to historical ones that has been registered
at the same time in different days. The PQ index compression to a single value can be convenient in
simple instruments or applications that do not demand high storage.
The next section analyzes the temporal structure of the supply trace by exploiting the proposed
visualization tool and its associated index.
4. Results
This section goes into the PQ analysis regarding the previously-monitored week, from which we
show that depending on the windows’ length, the focus changes from reliability (wide windows) to PQ
(shorter windows). Figure 3 shows the 2D voltage traces corresponding to the whole week, from which
two relevant days, the best and the worst, have been selected so as to compare the trace evolution from
the one-day frame to the 0.02-s frame (equivalent to ten cycles). The first column corresponds to the
one-week results; then, the trace evolution from one day to 0.2 s is shown.
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Figure 3. Scalability of the proposed method: two singular days within the analyzed week. The 3 × 3
2D-HOS graph matrix corresponding to the best (worst) day is located below (above). Within the worst
(best) day, the worst (best) hour and the worst (best) 0.02 s are selected.
Indeed, this Figure 3 shows the detail of the PQ temporal organization. This tree structure can be
easily followed from left to right as the temporal width decreases, from reliability (one week surveyed)
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to PQ indications (0.2 s monitored). Thus, it can be said that reliability patterns (long width time
windows) can be confirmed as the aggregation of different PQ states (shorter windows). Therefore, as
the monitoring scale decreases, the focus goes from the concept of reliability to the PQ event detection
strategy. This fact illustrates one of the contributions of this measurement strategy: several analyses
can be performed in a unified framework, allowing post comparisons among different time-scales.
For instance, from the pattern in the one-week monitoring period, the worst and the best day can
be distinguished, top and bottom 3 × 3 matrix block of 2D-HOS graphs, which exhibit extremely
different behaviors. The general week pattern, resulting from the aggregation of shorter-time states,
allows exploring the whole PQ history (from week to 0.2 s) following multiple sequences of frames,
also enabling direct comparisons between frames of the same or different time scales, which provide
information regarding deviations experimented in raw power supply data in the surveyed intervals.
Making quantitative remarks, for the worst day (the upper graph), the PQ increased as the time
window was shortened. Paying attention to the heart of the figures, first of all, it is shown that the
HOS plane allowed extracting details in the voltage signal supplied by the contract.
Figure 4 shows the non-stationary evolution of the PQ index during a day, with an average value
of PQday = 0.0138. As a general remark, it is shown that the PQ depends on the period of the day.Version December 14, 2018 submitted to MDPI 10 of 14
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Figure 4. PQ0.02s values during 24 hours, from which different intervals can be analyzed.
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Hereinafter, th analysis of the top PQ series in Figure 4 b gins. First of all, a gen ral analysis
regardin the tendency of the curv was performed. Between 00H00 and 06H00, oscillati ns occurred
just above the ideal value of zero, with an average of PQ6−h = 0.0094. Then, n the interval 06H00
and 10H00, the average value increas d with the lectricity demand, PQ4−h = 0.0148. Within the
time stretch 10H00–15H00, the quality became worse with a PQ5−h = 0.0205, which were the central
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hours of the observed day. Then, in the interval 15H00–20H00, a soft decrease took place as a direct
consequence of activity ceasing. The same was observed in the period 20H00–24H00.
Secondly, four time stretches have been selected to illustrate more specific behaviors: two relevant
hours and two relevant seconds. For each one, its associated triplet of 2D-HOS graphs is drawn just
below. The two-hour periods (03H04 and 11H12) enable explaining the dynamic of the trace through
the day, making use of the PQ time series and the 2D HOS traces. The PQ1−h was far different between
the selected hours: PQ1−h = 0.0073 vs. PQ1−h = 0.0237, respectively; more stable (near the ideal zero
value) in the first and significantly worse (above zero) in the second hour under test.
The maximum PQ0.02s value was reached at PQ0.02s = 0.05, within the analyzed second, between
10H00 and 11H00. This maximum may indicate the presence of at least one event. Thus, the statistical
parameters deviated from the ideal values, even out of the tendency within this time interval.
A singular event was detected in the HOS plane and was part of a series of events that marked
a tendency of a high PQ.
The same maximum was reached within the second interval 15H00–20H00. This time, it seemed
as if the PQ evolved closer to the ideal value. This can be observed in the v-k graph, where two clouds
can be differentiated; the one in the left associated with the event group and the second one nearer the
origin, where the ideal values are located. The demand intervals 06H00–14H00 and 15H00–20H00 can
be extracted from the HOS graphs. They are also reflected in a 24-h monitoring solution based on the
PQ index Figure 5.
As a general remark, this paper has proven that the PQ index gathered in a single value the
formal behavior of a signal and that the HOS space offered much more information about the events’
occurrence. The combined use of the index and the 2D graphs improved the cycle-by-cycle detection.
In addition, different monitoring objectives could be planned (e.g., testing PQ with different events,
detecting only events that overpass a threshold or triggering the analysis before instructions or
critical moments).
Finally, in order to show a strategy extracted from the whole of the raw data, Figure 5 represents
the hourly trend of the index, during several days in the whole week. It is seen that while for a
non-working day, the PQ value was always near zero, the five working days exhibited a quite different
behavior, reaching maximum values.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
hours
0.005
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
PQ
1h
 
Working day
Not-working day
Figure 5. PQ tendency during 24 h, considering the whole week. Each PQ value is the result of an
averaging of individual PQ-cycle measurements during one hour.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
The HOS-based method characterizes the voltage waveform shape under normal operating
conditions during long-term monitoring sessions. The statistics help compress the waveform
information into three parameters that inform about the quality of the waveform in the point under test.
The main novelty of this method lies in its capability of time compression. Scalability allows
browsing between reliability and power quality monitoring objectives, which is a desired property in
the SG context. Furthermore, the method improves the visualization of the network status based on
new graphs that help report the waveform information.
The validation of the method during one week (within a wider monitoring campaign), is aligned to
the minimum measurement period according to the norm IEC 61000-4-30:2015. Indeed, differences can
be found between working and non-working days and are clearly outlined in the graphs, along with
the probability of PQ events. In this line, the authors propose the use of the PQ index and 2D graphs
as a complementary tool to the existing ones as part of the advanced metering infrastructure.
The method is valuable for both the utility and the customer sides. Once the network operates
outside the contractual operating conditions, the PQ index can establish a threshold that sets the limits
for normal operations and triggers any further analysis or data storage.
The proposed method not only allows the temporal characterization of PQ, but also would enable
PQ prediction, which is certainly one of the objectives within the current SG research scenario.
Future work consists of three main lines: first, to develop a power index forecasting unit that
could be integrated with energy management systems, adding valuable information to that provided
by the existing indices; secondly, to broaden our method, including more terms in the index and more
2D graphs, derived eventually from the new advances in the analysis of power quality monitoring;
finally, machine learning techniques could be applied in order to estimate the grid state, the space
compression of several supply points, and the three-phase behavior in the point under test when some
events propagate.
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